
ARCHITETTURA SONORA

 Classic lines and clean detailing make the Sphere_360 

an AS design classic. Available in a wide range of mate-

rials and �nishing with two different options for the base 

design, the Sphere adapts to any type of interior design 

or landscape. 

Omnidirectional full-range sound module characterized by 

a full and warm tonal balance, the Sphere meets the 

highest expectations for high quality sound, both 

indoor and outdoor.

The insertion of light for the Lighting Mood version 

creates a wonderful tension between sound, light and 

material making the sonic Sphere almost �oat into space.

Available also in subwoofer version.

CLASSICAL LINES FOR CUTTING-EDGE SOUND
SPHERE_360



architetturasonora.com/products/sphere-360/

SPECIFICATIONS

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER

Crossover: Two way on board

Frequency Range: 50-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Sensitivity (1W-1m): 89dB

Speaker peak power: 300W

Speaker RMS POWER: 150W

CONCRETE CLAY

Gray Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite 

stone

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Black White Red

Stainless
steel

Brass Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Painted Silver
Aluminium

Terracotttta

Light Source Led module 1x7W

Rated Output 7W

Power Supply 90-260V

Light Color Temperature 3000K

Recommended ampli�er power: 200W (Class D)

BASE MATERIALS 

BODY MATERIALS 

Lighting Mood specs (optional)

Nominal Impedence: 8Ω

Speaker Type: 6” Dual Concentric

Dimensions:

Weight: 31kg (68 pounds) in marble - 23kg (50 pounds) in concrete

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES
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SPHERE_360

Unpacking: to remove the Sphere from the shipping box carefully follow these steps

Speaker type
6” dual-concentric speaker

Nominal impedence
8 Ω

Crossover
two way on board

Frequency range
50-20.000 Hz (-6dB)

Sensitivity (1W-1m)
89 dB

Speaker Peak Power
300W

Speaker RMS Power
150W

200W (Class D)

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
concrete, marble, travertine,
terracotta, concrete,
alternative stones

Base material
stainless steel, brass, painted 
steel

Dimensions
360 x 490 mm

Weight
31 kg (marble)

SOUND OUTPUT
SUBWOOFER

SOUND OUTPUT
FULL RANGE

Speaker type
6” Woofer

Nominal impedence
8 Ω

Crossover
no crossover on board - DSP 
needed (HP 35 Hz 12dB/oct 
min; LP 120 Hz 12 dB/oct min)

Frequency range
42-150 Hz (-6dB)

Sensitivity (1W-1m)
89 dB

Speaker Peak Power
300W

Speaker RMS Power
150W

200W (Class D)
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LAMPS SPECS (optional)

Rated output
7W

Light source
LED module: 1x7W

Power supply
90-260V

Light Color Temperature
3000K

Output cable:

Quick push-pull connection and disconnection:

all Spheres models are shipped from the factory with a high performance plug/socket connector (IP68, IP69K) 
already attached. The plug (male endend) is connected to the bipolar cable of the sound module and the socket 
(female ended) will have to be connected to the cable going to the ampli�er during �nal installation.

Please keep to the following instruction to connect the socket (female ended) to your cable:
- disassemble the socket as in the image above.
- connect the positive wire (+) into the hole labelled 1 (take the little pin next to the hole as a reference). 
- connect the negative wire (-) into the hole labelled 2.

To connect To disconnectclick

Disassembled socket (female ended)

bipolar 
audio cable

bipolar 
audio cable

ampli�er
plug (male ended)

already connected
socket (female ended)

to be connected

Hold the metal base 
attached to the 
sphere �rmly and 
gently pull it out of the 
box.

Turn the sphere and 
place it into position 
on top of the 
de�ector.

Gently lift the de�ector 
from the packaging, 
turn it and place into 
position on the �oor.

-Negative > -

-

White >
or Blue

Brown > +
+

Positive > +

1. Push the plug connector into the socket connector untill fully seated
2. A noise is the proof of correct matching
3. Apply gentle traction between plug and socket to ensure they are well hooked
4. To disconnect simply press the release button and pull.  



Sphere’s bases can have two types of output cable: 
- Horizontal Output is suitable for both indoor and outdoor installations when cable arrives horizontally on theside of the base.
- Vertical Output Underground  is particularly recommended for outdoor installations where cables run underground in order not to create 
problems during garden maintenance.

When installing the Sphere outdoor,  especially in public spaces,  speci�-
cally designed anti-theft systems are available on demand to secure the 
module to the ground. In the case of outdoor installations on grass or soil 
proceed as follows:

In the case of installations on hard �oors, like stone or wood, AS provides a suitable anti-theft base as an accessory, 
which has 3 rings welded on its border, to secure it on the �oor using the screws considered more appropriate by 
the installer according to the typology of the �oor.

Anti-theft system:

When installing the Sphere outdoor in presence of an irrigation system make 
sure water DOES NOT directly reach the speaker below, either from the 
bass re�ex hole or bouncing on the de�ector. 

Installation precautions:

Ring welded
at base

hard �oor

to keep your speakers beautiful as long as possible, we warmly recommend doing maintenance at 
least once a year. When not in use, sound modules should be appropriately covered or stored 
away; heavy duty protective covers are available from AS. 
Please refer to the General Manual for appropriate instructions and note that any departure from 
our recommendations on care and cleaning, or any evidence of misuse or damages from ordinary 
wear and tear, will void all warranty claims.

Maintenance and care:

Lighting Mood Output (optional): the Lighting Mood bases have two cables coming out from below, the acoustic and the electical one; 
refer to the following scheme for installation:

Last update: February 2019
Speci�cation could be changed without notice

Spheres are characterized by a dual-concentric 6" transducer, where the 
mid-woofer and the tweeter share the same axis, to achieve a virtually punctiform 
source, linear and time coherent, which, combined with the de�ection system, 
ensures an ideal omnidirectional emission. The result is a very natural sound, not 
constrained to any �xed and obligated listening positions, with an amazing quality 
and clarity unusual in outdoor environments. It is recommended to place these 
modules, either indoor or outdoor, directly on the �oor; indoor it is usually recom-
mendable to position them at least 0,6-1 meter from each wall to enhance soun-
dstage and clarity.

Diffusion and directionality:

bipolar 
audio cable

bipolar 
audio cable

Ampli�er 

Plug/socket
IP68 IP69K 
connector (supplied)

Connector
to ampli�er 
(not supplied)

External
power supply

Music source Voltage 90-260 VAC

bass re�ex
irrigation sprinkler

- Screw the hooks into the slots at the underside of the anti-theft base, 
secure them with hex-nuts. 
- Dig three holes, approx. 50 cm deep, and �ll them with concrete for 
approx. 2/3 of their depth.
- Place de�ector in a central position, put hooks into holes till the base sits 
properly on de�ector.
- Let concrete dry and �ll holes with soil.

nut

hook

Horizontal Output Vertical Output Underground






